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1. Introduction  

 

This Operator-Specific (OS) Procedure is intended to provide instruction to support and/or 
safeworking crews on the placement and removal of flags on Rolling Stock. 
 
This Procedure is approved by the THNSW Rail Safety & Operations Manager and applies 
to all train operations conducted by Transport Heritage NSW (THNSW) whether at Thirlmere 
Heritage Precinct or main line operations. 
 
 

2. Responsibilities 

 

The Operations and Rail Safety Manager is responsible for ensuring that all relevant 
THNSW personnel receive instruction in this procedure and understand its application in the 
workplace. 
 
All Operations personnel qualified as Rail Safety Workers (RSW), – in particular safeworking 
crews - are responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed.  

 

3. Related Documents 

 

ANGE 200    Walking in the Danger Zone 

ANGE 204    Network Communication 

ANTR 400    Protecting trains  

ANTR 422    Shunting at intermediate sidings 

SMS-12-OS-0214    Shunting in THNSW yards and sidings 

SMS-12-OS-0216   Stabling Trains 

NLA 3800 Maldon - Berrima  Safeworking arrangements Thirlmere / Oaks St Gates 

 

4. Scope 

 
This Procedure shall apply to all Rail Safety Workers operating, stabling or servicing 
THNSW trains either at Thirlmere or anywhere else on the network where train or carriage 
servicing is required.  
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5. Safety Considerations 

 

Placing a red flag on a vehicle to prevent its movement has long been an accepted visual 
warning both within THNSW and in the wider railway industry.  Any vehicle displaying a red 
flag must not be moved or coupled to for any purpose and red flags must not be removed 
from a vehicle, except by the person who placed them there.  This is a safe and acceptable 
method of ensuring safety for personnel working on, above or below rolling stock.  
 
However, a red flag is not a suitable warning device when employed for the purpose of 
warning about the train’s connection to shore supply, as the person who placed the flag on 
the carriage may not be present when the train is ready for shunting.  In this instance, the 
flag is to warn the crew that they must unplug the power, not to prevent a train from being 
moved under any circumstances.   
 
Train cleaners at the site at Thirlmere need this specific visual warning to train crews 
whenever they are working on a carriage, or when they have plugged a carriage into shore 
power.  Buffet cars, bar cars and dining cars are regularly connected to shore supply to keep 
fridges cold once they have been stocked, preparatory to a trip. 
 
In these cases, a red flag begins to lose its efficacy in preventing the movement of a train, 
because crews have become used to the idea that a red flag means that they are to look out 
for power leads and obstacles rather than that the train shall not be moved. 
 
It therefore becomes imperative to visually distinguish between these two disparate 
purposes for attaching flags to a stationary carriage or train. 
 
 

6. Procedure: 

 

6.1. When there is a risk to personnel – RED Flag: 
 
If there is a risk that any locomotive, carriage or vehicle, if it were to be moved, would 
endanger working personnel, then staff must place a RED flag, clearly marked with the 
relevant department’s name (i.e. cleaners, Loco etc.) onto any such vehicle.   
 
This flag must be placed in such a position as to be clearly visible from alongside the train 
(i.e. clipped to a handrail, hanging out clear of the rolling stock outline, above head height 
to minimise the risk of injury to passing personnel, but not so high that it is not readily 
visible from the ground) OR in the lead-end auto-coupler of the lead car in the consist, 
provided a clear view to that auto-coupler is not obstructed by rolling stock or other 
infrastructure.  Red flags must be removed as soon as possible once the danger to 
personnel has passed, but may only be removed by the person who placed it there. 
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6.2. When there is a risk to equipment – YELLOW Flag: 

 
If there is a risk that any vehicle, if it were to be moved, would cause damage to equipment 
(such as extension leads, power supplies, battery chargers, 415V AC connectors), then 
staff must place a YELLOW flag, clearly marked with the relevant safety warning (i.e. 
shore supply) onto any such carriage or vehicle.   
 
This flag must be placed in such a position as to be clearly visible from alongside the train 
(i.e. clipped to a handrail, hanging out clear of the rolling stock outline, above head height 
to minimise the risk of injury to passing personnel, but not so high that it is not readily 
visible from the ground).  Yellow flags may be removed by any competent member of staff 
in the course of carrying out their duties once the equipment has been moved or 
disconnected. 
 
Any equipment that has been disconnected for the movement should be reconnected and 
the yellow flag replaced on the rolling stock as soon as it is possible and safe to do so. 

 

 

    …ooo000ooo…  


